Andrius Volanas was a sixteenth-century Lithuanian Calvinist leader. He was known not only for his political activities, but also gained notoriety as the author of De libertate politica sive civili (1572), in which he studies the main social and political problems of Lithuania. In this book we can find political and social ideas that were modern not only for Lithuania of that time, but also for Europe, where different protestant theologians were trying to define the new social and political frames of social and political life, and in so doing were trying to find the keys to political modernization. They sought inspiration not only among their contemporaries, but also in ancient Hellenistic philosophy. The Roman philosopher Cicero was one of their most popular sources of inspiration. Andrius Volanas and others had used Cicero's ideas to look for new vectors in political and social life.
INTERACTION BETWEEN FREEDOM, SELF-WILL AND MODERATION
Starting the first chapter of his work with the phrase "Freedom has always been highly cherished by clever people", Volanas obviously follows the idea of Cicero and states that "it is impossible to handle a good work in slavery…" 8 while he cites the latter: "Slavery is the worst thing of all the evil therefore one should fight it sacrificing his life and even his death", 9 because "a man in slavery doesn't really live a real life". 10 Unfortunately, Volanas does not express sufficient criticism towards Cicero, because according to many researchers, Cicero, though teaching others to die for their motherland and for freedom, did not show any courage himself when such a moment turned up. 11 On the other hand, one can treat very sceptically the above-mentioned strict attitude towards Cicero, as when, in the court of law, Cicero took great risk while defending Sekstus Rocsio (the case was directly associated with Chrizogonas' property interests, who took advantage of Sulla's repressions against the democrats' families and made a fortune on that)
speaking against the dictatorship of the tyrant. 12 Yet, it is obvious that Volanas was interested in the idea itself, and not in the way Cicero himself had followed his own teaching in life, or that he hadn't, as Cicero's thoughts on slavery and freedom The senate didn't support the previous means levelled against those who were able to hold a weapon in their hands, so that it wouldn't look as if on the agreement of the state council, a more cruel punishment is approved than it had been determined by the customs of ancestors; if you don't reject or ignore in this court of law these new proscriptions, executed against the sons, even children, babies in wraps of those people, then -I swear to the immortal Gods -
you will see what is going to happen with our state.
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Volanas adopted a very similar attitude towards punishment. According to his understanding, there is a possibility to balance punishments not only with the help of fair laws, but as well by applying them justly, as they are too general and make no exceptions, otherwise -"The highest law -the greatest injustice". 16 The law, according to the author, shouldn't be carried out blindly, i.e. it has to be "alive", moderate, and correspond to the needs of the public in such a way that it could not become a tool of a crime itself. Volanas fairly grounds the source of his thought on the third book of Cicero's tractate "On laws" ("De legibus"), in which Cicero determines the law as dead justice. In fact, he strongly criticized those who assumed the law literally and got into details while the case had to be discussed essentially without breach of justice. Otherwise, no attention would be paid to the 13 the voluptuous, all the immoral are slaves, as slavery -submission to the fastidiousness and meanness of the soul and inability to make independent decisions." 19 Therefore, human surrender to vices of the soul is also treated as slavery, though it is much more difficult to identify it here or to distinguish its damage to others. Therefore, according to Volanas, "freedom of every human will be sufficiently real and strong when the laws make them live in one state without making any harm to others." Volanas' efforts couldn't make any fundamental changes: the laws would have affected the nobles, i.e. Volanas' own supporters. Anyway, it is of great importance that the author tries to help the situation by lawful means and the effect of the latter is already another subject.
LAW AND WOMAN
In spite of all imperfections, we can already see the process of formation of a legal state, reinforcing the power of law first of all. This regulation is concretely formulated in the fourth chapter of Volanas' work where he repeats the words of Cicero cited in Sapiega's address to the noblemen. It is complicated to understand them without evaluation of the whole context; e.g., the meaning of the reformation movement -an important factor that was about to change the whole public structure, i.e. the interrelations of public hierarchies. Volanas tried to insist on a regulation that society did not consist of classes (estates), but of individuals who had to obey the laws that are common to all. He considered the law as the uniting bond.
Cicero declared similar thoughts. While defending Sekstas Roscio from
America in the court of law, he asked: "What does that mean, when you accuse and produce such evidence that you not only can't but you don't even try to proveisn't this a breach of court and law and their competence while trying to profit and satisfy your own whims?! 21 Though Cicero's and Volanas' interests differ a lot, -Cicero insists on following the existing law (i.e. submit proof of evidence and not groundless emotions
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) and not to abusing it as in this case the rights and freedoms of the accused person will be violated. Volanas' main task is to formulate laws that will protect the rights and freedoms of the accused person and will fight the existing evil -yet both of them try to follow the regulations of law.
Volanas' piece of criticism, according to Roèka, "shows his ability to look at the future"; 23 yet, the historian is not quite right comparing the ideas of the sixteenth-century humanist Volanas with Mykolas Lietuvis' reform proposals.
Volanas does not suggest a "return to the Golden Age of Vytautas" when there was no freedom, no equality. V. Kavolis was right, noting that:
Mykolas Lietuvis -the first Lithuanian who described the threat not only of women but also of Jews. In his opinion, the Jews flocking to Lithuania, they only 
WHAT SHOULD EXECUTIVE POWER LOOK LIKE?
In his writings Volanas encourages the passing of laws that guarantee freedom. He also declares the importance of structures which ensure the execution of them and that, according to the author, might be:
The royal power when one person holds the supreme power and rules fairly over his subordinates, or the aristocracy when the rule and order of the state is put into the hands of a group of honest people. 
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
One of the most important issues discussed by Volanas in his work is to determine a deserved (according to the author) punishment for murder to all classes. In his reasoning he attempts to combine the antique wisdom of Demosten and Plato with Biblical truth, saying that man cannot treat another person in the way he himself does not want to be treated. The problem here is the appointment of a punishment that is too small or too great; on one hand, self-will, and on the other hand, cruelty (this is constantly repeated by Cicero in his speeches). Volanas understood that both self-will and cruelty in the Lithuanian legal system stood side Yet there is a suggestion to follow the easiest way -to pass the most severe laws against adultery. Volanas, who used to refer so often to historic wisdom, sees only a narrow aspect of the debauchery problem and suggests the further restriction of the rights of women. Referring to the Roman regulations of law, he compares adulterers to rapists which isn't always true or adequate.
Some unexpected thoughts on this problem in a quite a different light can be found in Volanas' "Andrius Volanas' reply to the indecent and infamous little book of In spite of a number of contradictions arising due to Cicero, whose moral views in practice usually differed from his declarations (they were most often used by Volanas in his texts giving them as an example that should be followed and paying no attention to a practical side of the matter), Volanas' desire to solve all the problems existing in the state by legal means, i.e. by passing the laws insuring the freedoms and the rights of a person, is in fact a positive step towards the modernisation of the state, basically trying to change the point of view concerning the courts and the policy they execute.
Volanas singles out the condition of a woman as one of the most serious problems. To his mind, restrictions to women's rights can facilitate the process of setting men's affairs in a more moderate way. In this way, he only justifies the offence of men brought against women. In this respect, how could we consider
Volanas as a modern man, as the negative attitude towards women in Lithuania was expressed by burning "witches" almost, as K. Jablonskis notes, until the end of the eighteenth century, while in the Netherlands this barbaric tradition was extinguished in the second part of the sixteenth century, i.e. during Volanas'
lifetime. This is an example of how the author in many cases confuses the conception of public immorality with public modernisation. But this is natural: a mature man in the conservative environment could not come up with ideas akin to those of the most advanced humanists in Europe. When speaking about freedom, Volanas cannot really feel free himself: he feels limits set by his obligations to his supporters and moral restrictions that are not always dictated by sound mind.
As an evangelical, Volanas tried to make all classes equal before the law, especially in the case of serious matters like murder. No doubt, such suggestions were often faced with serious opposition, but even Catholics followed his texts (without announcing the name of Volanas), so the changes in the society had ripened long ago. The suggested ways for solution seemed acceptable for reformers as well as for the wider range of the society that was not satisfied with the existing situation.
Unfortunately, evangelicals did not succeed in coming into contact with the Lithuanian speaking citizens; in other words, the process lasted too long. This is the reason why neither Volanas nor other reformers could become great national leaders. After the defeat of the Protestants, reactive conservatism took rule over Lithuania for several hundred years, the damage of which was described by V.
Kudirka and a number of other representatives of the nineteenth-century Lithuanian cultural level.
